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Nomenclature
df – damping decrement; Ek – kinetic energy, J; F – force,
N; f – cross-section area, m2; h – displacement, m;
Q – volume flow rate, m3/s; k – recovery ratio; L – length,
m; m – mass, kg; p – fuel pressure, MPa; q(t) – force applied, N; S – cross-section perimeter, m; T – basic oscillation period, s; t – time, s; U – average fuel velocity, m/s;
x – distance coordinate, m; z – stiffness coefficient, N/m;
μf – effective area, m2; ρ – fuel density, kg/m3;
ν –kinematic viscosity, m2/s; φk – kinetic energy coefficient;
subscripts –
CR – Common Rail fuel system.
1. Introduction
A fuel supply system for heat engines is a good
example of high-tech and knowledge-based product. Micron-scale distance and movements, critical dynamic parameters are the signs of that equipment. That means, there
are demands to develop and use innovative methods for
control, dynamic analysis and hydrodynamic calculations.
To improve the performance of electro-hydraulic drive
systems, numerous studies are being carried out. The key
elements in the modern fuel supply equipment are electrohydraulic valves with direct or indirect electromagnetic
actuators, piezo converters, magnetostriction effect based
units. For example, influence of variation of delivery
chamber diameter, needle seat semi-angle, needle cone
semi-angle, ball valve seat semi-angle, nozzle hole diameter, inlet orifice diameter and outlet orifice diameter on
fuel injection quantity had been analyzed [1].
The valves are symbiotic technology of electronic
actuators and hydro mechanical design. The fuel supply
equipment and its subsystems (unlike the engine in general) are such dynamic objects which could be fully described mathematically, based on direct application of the
mechanic laws, as well as electrotechnics and hydraulic
laws.
The research results [2-7] show the possibility of
improving the characteristics of high-speed electromagnetic drives by optimizing the design [2, 3], the control algorithm [4–6], the use of new magnetic soft materials [7] and
smart technologies [8].
There are many works targeted on investigation of
processes in the fuel systems with electronic control [9 –
19]. The authors in work [9] investigate the influence of
control volume supplying and discharge holes and of their
inlet fillet, as well as the effect of the control volume capacity, on the injector performance. In works [10–12] the
authors evaluate performance coherence and stability of

injection volume of a diesel engine. This work proposes
the way to increase the reliability of the fuel supply mathematical model through description of internal processes
from the inside of control units. The computational study
has been performed in a multi-hole nozzle at ten different
fixed needle lifts, cavitation modelling with a continuous
flow in the nozzle model that considers the cavitating nozzle flow as a homogeneous mixture of liquid and vapor,
and taking into account the turbulence effects [13–15].
Based on the geometric modelling, assembly the dimension chain of the injector control chamber is established,
and the relationship between the assembly tolerance and
volume change of the control chamber is analyzed [16].
The simulation result shows that the volume of fuel injection changes correspondingly with a change of the assembly tolerance, while injection rate and pressure do not
change significantly and the response rate of the needle is
considerably slow. The significant results were obtained in
[17, 18], where improvements in the process of controlling
of the pressure in the system use models of hydraulic
valves with an electromagnetic actuator. Fundamental
aspects of the CR fuel injection system dynamics were
investigated, paying special attention to the wave propagation induced by pressure oscillations and to its connections
with the system control parameters and multiple-injection
performance [19]. The analysis of the system oscillation
behavior was carried out with the support of a simple
lumped parameters model, which makes impossible to
study the processes in the hydro mechanical control valve.
The results of those works are being used in designing and creating of the new examples of equipment
[11, 20], optimization and modernization of the existing
unit designs [21 – 24], also in the new diagnostic approaches [19] and in the specific software [25, 26].
The major number of investigators pay their main
attention to processes occurring in volumes with high pressure (250 MPa and higher) [14, 27, 28]. At the same time
the processes in the fuel system’ control units are being
modelled with huge amount of assumptions, but the experimental data show (Fig. 1, 2) that those processes influence
on the control valves movements and thus on the fuel injection characteristics.
As it follows from the experimental data
(Figs. 1, 2), valve movement hv in the system filled with
fuel and with work pressure level pc differs from its
movement without fuel. The valve stroke damping takes
place due to the effect of joint mass; also the maximum
valve stroke kinetic energy level changes.
2. Research objective
The main targeted processes to be modelled are
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fuel flow processes in the small gaps (up to 0.25 mm), and
dynamical parameters in the valve-spring system. The
hydro dynamical construction (Fig. 3) is a common widespread valve design being used in the CR systems and it is
possible to separate four cavities with low pressure А, B, C,
D (through those cavities the fuel gets into the drain line):
 cavity А is between the intake hole of the control
chamber and the ring gap between the valve 4 and the
injector body;
 cavity В is between a given gap and the hole in
the valve bushing;
 cavity С is made by the electromagnet anchor 5;
 cavity D is placed above the anchor 5.

3. Research results
The cylindrical part of the valve 1 (Fig. 3) could
be represented as a deformable rod with distributed parameters. The rod at the ends will have a concentrated mass of
the obturator valve part (valve seat 2, sphere 3, valve part
4) and the anchor 5. In this case, the valve and anchor
movement equation could be written in the following form:

mv

d 2 hv
 f v 2  pC  f v1  p A  f v 3  p A`  f v 4  pB `  q2v (t ), (1)
dt 2

where: mv is a total mass of the locking ball, its seat and the
lower valve plate; hv is the valve displacement; fv1, fv2, fv3,
fv4 are cross-sections areas of: the ball through the locking
belt, ball seat, valve plate ring areas from the side of the
cavities B and C; рA is the fuel pressure in the cavity A; рB
is fuel pressure at the valve seat; q2v(t) is the force applied
on the ball from the valve stem side,
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Fig. 1 Experimental data for electromagnetic injector valve
movements

where: h0v is the pre-deformation of the valve stem; Δha(t),
Δhv(t) are conventional strain from the equation:
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Fig. 2 Movements of electromagnetic valve in the highpressure fuel pump





zсv is the valve stem stiffness coefficient; Тсv is the valve
stem basic oscillation period Tcv  2 mcv / zcv ; h1v(t) is the
valve face displacement from the anchor side, h2v(t)– the
valve stem face displacement from the ball side; mс v is the
electromagnetic valve stem mass.
The equation describing anchor movement will
be:

ma

d 2 ha
 f a  ( pC  pD )  F  q1v (t )  Fsa (t )  Fsv (t ),
dt 2

(2)

where: ma is the mass of the anchor and parts moving with
it; ha is the anchor displacement; q1v(t) is the bearing response applied to the anchor from the valve stem side; it
could be evaluated from the following:
t / Ts
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Fig. 3 The scheme of the COMMON RAIL injector control
part [29]: 1 – valve; 2 – valve seat; 3 – sphere;
4 – valve part; 5 – anchor; 6 –damper-support

where: F is the force applied by the actuator; рC is the fuel
pressure in the cavity C; рD– fuel pressure in the cavity D;
fa is anchor area from the cavity C side; Fsv(t) and Fsa(t) are
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the valve and anchor spring forces:
t / Tcv


Fcv (t )  zcv   h0v  0,5ha   df j  ha (t  jTsv )  ,
j 1



t / Tcv


Fsa (t )  zsa   h0 a  0,5ha   df j  ha (t  jTsa )  ,
j 1



h0v is the valve spring pre-deformation; h0a– the anchor
spring pre-deformation; zsv is the valve spring stiffness
coefficient; zsa is the anchor spring stiffness coefficient; Тsv,
Тsa are the basic oscillation periods for the valve and anchor springs.
The equation describing anchor damper-support
movement is:

msup

d 2 hsup
dt 2

 f sup ( pC  pD )  Fs sup (t ),

(3)

where: msup is the support mass; hsup is the anchor support
displacement; fsup is the support area from the cavity C
side; Fs.sup(t) is the support spring force, being evaluated
from:
 h0 sup  0,5 hsup (t ) 



Fs.sup (t )  zs. sup   t /Ts . sup j
,
   df hsup (t  jTs. sup ) 
 j 1


zs.sup is the support spring stiffness coefficient; Тs.sup is the
spring basic oscillation period Ts.sup  2 ms.sup zs.sup ;
ms.sup is the spring mass.
The time of the anchor and its support joint
movement is described by the following equation:

d 2 ha
 f a рC  f a рD  f sup  ( рC  рD ) 
dt 2
 F  q1v (t )  Fsa (t )  Fsv (t )  Fs.sup (t ).

(ma  msup ) 

(4)

As soon as a fuel pressure level inside of those
cavities is not higher than 1 MPa and pressure change
during the injection time equals only to 0.01 MPa, the fuel
compression could be calculated from the fuel flow mathematical description.
The following equations are prepared taking into
account the flow continuity. For example, in the cavity А:

 fball 2 /   pc  p A`   f v hv   ft 2 /   p A  pB  ,

tion in the following:
 parts collision during their movements;
 fuel flow in the gaps between supports and moving parts;
 joint mass effects.
4.1. Process of parts collision
There are elements placed inside of the control
unit, which can participate in collision processes while
moving. The collisions appear when: the lower valve plate
reaches its stop, the ball reaches the valve seat, the anchor
and anchor support are at their maximum displacement. In
actual process during the collision part of the energy is
being spent for deformation and internal friction overcoming. The part of the work used for parts deformation gets
transformed to the kinetic energy again. This energy is
characterized by the recovery ratio k, which is in some
degree the body elasticity measure and could be found as:
k  hg / h , where hg is body velocity after the collision, h is body velocity before the collision. Obviously, the
recovery ratio is not only kind of a material parameter, but
it also depends on the velocity h . The conclusion is based
on the experimental data for steel, where k = 5/9 [29].
In the mathematical model, the rebound process
could be taken into account as follows. In end of each
calculation time interval Δt, the moving part velocity is
determined as:

hk 

h  Ft  t
,
m  0, 25  z  T  t

(6)

where: FΔt is force applied to the body during period Δt; z
is the stiffness coefficient; Т is the basic oscillation period
for the valve spring or the valve support; m is moving
mass; h is the body velocity in the interval beginning.
The displacement in the end of the interval Δt
could be evaluated from the equation (7):
hk  h 

h  hk
 t ,
2

(7)

where: h is the displacement in the beginning.
The application of the next algorithm for a part
movement and its fixed support collision can be determined according to the scheme in the Fig. 4.

(5)

where: fv is the area in the ball locking belt cross-section;
is valve movement speed; fball is the effective area of the
ring cross-section through the control valve sphere; ft is the
valve plate area; рA is the fuel pressure in the cavity A.
4. Mathematical model refining
Reliability of hydrodynamic processes modelling
inside of the control valve could be increased by interven-

Fig. 4. Scheme of moving part rebound calculation
In the calculation, due to a small step Δt, which
equals 0.0007 ms, hk = hmax and evaluating the speed and
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the displacement hg for the moving part after the collision
is: hg   k  hk , hg  k  hk .
It should be mentioned that in this research for the
hydro mechanical system it is required to determine the
recovery ratio k taking into account real collision process,
with fuel in the system. By the calculations of the experimental data, the next k values have been obtained: the
multiplier equals k = 4/9; the anchor equals k = 3/9.
4.2. Fuel flow modelling in the gaps between supports and
moving elements
The lower valve plate and the electric magnet anchor during their movements are affected by the additional
force, which appears from fuel pressure field between the
gaps of the valve plate, the support-limiter of the maximum valve displacement (Fig. 5), the anchor and magnetic
core surfaces (Fig. 6). The fuel flow in the mentioned gaps,
flow direction and its intensity depend on pressure drops,
the mentioned parts velocity direction and the velocity
value.

Fig. 5 Scheme of the forces applied to the valve

d 
16U 2 S '
 2 
,
 p  k  U  Q    pCS '
dx 
h
2  
 volume balance equation:
d
Q  S ' C ,
dx

(9)

where:
Q  U  h  S ',

(10)

U(x), Q(x) are average and volumetric fuel speed in the x
cross-section, x[r,R]; S` is a cross-section perimeter,
S`=2x ; k is the kinetic energy coefficient (k = 4/3).
The kinetic energy coefficient determines form of
the pressure spreading diagram through the given crosssection.
The Eqs. (8) and (9) are generic forms of the wellknown Bernoulli’s law [31] for the case of the real flow
cross-sections (which are proportional to the distance h
between a valve and a valve seat) are being changed
through time. The right part of the Eq. (8) describes the
partial transfer of the mechanical energy from the flow
through a given cross-section to the moving valve plate
and energy level reduced due to the friction; the left side
describes the energy flow changes caused by the losses
mentioned above. The Eq. (9) describes changes in velocity of fuel, caused by the real flow changes through crosssection while the valve plate is moving. The Eq. (10) connects the average and volumetric flow velocity values to
the S` h area of its real cross-section. If the flow detaches
from the valve - the equation (8) changes to P(x)=0 for
those cross-sections.
Following the equation (11) integration, it is obtained:

Q  x    S  x   S  x0    C ,
a

(11)

where: x0 is the cross-section for zero flow velocity (it
corresponds to the radius r); S(x) - the partial area of the
valve plate, S(x) =  x2.
Using the formulas (10) and (11) in the equation
(8) we receive the following:



b
Fig. 6 Fuel flow scheme for the gap between the anchor
and the magnetic core: а) 3D model; b) model for
calculations
The base of the investigation is the equations of
the potential movement of a viscous incompressible fluid
in the gaps of 0 – 0.250 mm size. The equations describing
this process have the following form.
The fuel velocity and the pressure changes in the
gap are described by the next key equations:
 energy balance equation:

(8)
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In case of the known pressure values рА and рВ the
Eq. (12) allows to determine the pressure field in the gap
between the valve and the valve seat, and the value of
resultant force F1 for the fuel pressure applied on the valve.
To achieve this, it is needed to integrate the equation for
the x coordinate in the area [r, R]. After that a biquadratic
equation is received to determine the cross-section x0:
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(13)

Solving of the equation lets derive the force F1 for
the case, when x0 = r:

(19)

where: S is the annular area of circular surface of the poles.
The kinetic energy for the fuel in the clearance
could be written as:
a

a

0

0

Ek  0,5m  h  x  dx  0,5  L  h  x  dx.

(20)
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After integrating this equation for coordinate x in
the area [0, a] the following equation is obtained:
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With the characteristic lifts of the hv valve, the
first terms in formulas (13) and (14) are much larger than
the second ones (inertia forces exceed viscosity forces).
That is why the solution becomes simpler and the original
formula is obtained:

F1  

  1

2
 R  C 
2
2
2
4
  R  r  R  r ln    k 2  . (15)
2  4
 r  h 





(21)

where: mgap is the fuel mass in the clearance.
Taking into account the total kinetic energy of the
anchor and the fuel during movements it is possible to
determine the reduced anchor weight:

ma1  ma  1 3 mgap  a 2 h 2 .

(22)

The joint mass effect in the cavities with low
pressure also appears according to the fuel flow in the
channels with a small (1 – 5 mm2) cross section (Fig. 7).

4.3. Effect of joint mass
In the cavities with low pressure fuel inertia during valve, anchor and its support movements is making the
joint mass effect, with value comparable to the masses of
the elements. In the modelling of fuel flow through the gap
between the anchor and the magnetic core (Fig. 6, а) it can
be assumed that the gap is created between the plane and
the plate right above it (Fig. 6, b) with width and length
adequately 2a and L – the perimeter for the average circle
clearance.
Considering fuel flow in the narrow gap, the anchor movement velocity could be shown as:

h  x   h( x / h),

(16)

where: х is a coordinate which gives displacement along
the clearance cross section, h is the clearance height.
Fuel flow in the clearance is described by the
Bernoulli’s equation:

p  x   / 2  h  x   / 2  h a,

(17)

or after transformation:





p  x    / 2  h0 / h 2  a 2  x 2 ,
where: h0 is the clearance initial size.
In this case, the force F1 is:

(18)

Fig. 7 Fuel flow model in the small cross section channels
The kinetic energy from the fuel, which flows
around the damper-anchor support (with flow in the small
cross section channels), could be written as:

Ek  0,5    L   f   f  f   h02 .
2

(23)

So, the reduced mass for the damper-anchor
would be:

msup1  msup  mt  f  f  ,
2

(24)

where: mt is the fuel mass in the channel of the length L.
In the Eqs. (22, 24) a special attention should be
paid to dimensionless multipliers a2/h2 and (f/µf)2. They
allow to determine the dependency between the joint mass
effect and the shape of the injector elements – the clearance width to the height ratio or channels area ratio (channels, where fuel flows from one cavity to another one).
The analysis will be carried out for the joint mass
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effect at the injector elements. For the anchor width and
the clearance of 0.05 mm, the fuel mass equals to 1.2 g in
the clearance. This value makes up 30% of the anchor
mass, which influences the anchor movement, but at the
same time it does not make any change in the movement
law.
Taking into account all the processes of fuel
movement in the small clearances, Eqs. (1), (2), (3) would
be re-written as:
 for the valve:

mv

d 2 hv
 f v 2  рc  f v1  р A  f v 3  р A  f v 4  pB `  q2v (t )  F1v ,
dt 2

where: F1v – the force caused by the fuel pressure field in
the clearance between valve plate and the valve displacement limiter;
 for the anchor:

ma1

d 2 ha
 f a   рC  рD   F  q1v  t   Fsa  t   Fsv  t   F1a ,
dt 2

where: F1a is the force caused by the fuel pressure field in
the clearance between the anchor and the magnetic core;
 for the damper – support:

msup1

d 2 hsup
dt 2

 f sup ( pC  pD )  Fs.sup (t ).

The practical value of the received results is the
open possibility to determine the effectiveness of the potential changes made to the construction and control algorithms for valves of the given type, for example, the usage
of the damper-support 6 (Fig. 3). The calculated results
(Figs. 8, 9) show that the damper-support decreases dependency of the anchor (Fig. 9) displacement and the control valve (Fig. 8) from the negative influence of the joint
mass effect.
Finally, if the other constant values fuel consumption through the valve decrease from 15.958 mm3 to
14.065 mm3. That lowers energetic expenses in the system
in general.

Fig. 8 The result of the simulation of the electro-hydraulic
valve stroke without and taking into account the
phenomena being investigated

Fig. 9 The result of the modelling of the armature of the
electro-hydraulic valve without and taking into account the investigated phenomena
5. Conclusions
The mathematical model describing injector parts
movement and fuel flow inside of the control units of the
internal combustion engine fuel system is proposed.
Taking into account the moving parts deformation, the movement equations using the models with
distributed and lumped parameters for the end masses of
the moving parts were elaborated. In addition, the models
of the spring allow counting and using oscillations of their
coils.
The making the model includes consideration of
the following events:
- parts collision during their movement;
- fluid flow in the clearances (smaller than 0.25 mm) between the supports and the moving parts;
- joint masses effect.
The achieved results show that the longitudinal
deformations of the valve rod could provide up to 40% of
the maximum valve displacement.
The results of the investigation are the propositions for construction and control algorithm improvements
for the control units of the given type of the fuel supply
system.
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parts collision during their movements; fuel flow in the
clearances between the supports and moving parts; effect
of joint mass. The equations to describe the mentioned
processes and modelling results are shown. Practical value
for received results is the possibility to evaluate effectiveness for changes proposed to be made in the construction
and designed control algorithms for multipurpose valves of
the given type.
Keywords: fuel system, electro-hydraulic valve, mathematical model, valve displacement.

Summary
This work proposes the way to increase reliability
of fuel feeding mathematical model by taking into account
processes from the inside of electro-hydraulic valves - like
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